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Dear Folks,
The end of another NEWSLETTER "year" seems to be a good time for me
to say "Hello" to all old friends, and to new ones who have become subscribers
since I last wrote in the NEWSLETTER.
As most will know, we have a Branch of c.P. Ltd. over here in England, and
I am glad to say it is going very well. Already we have had to move our offices
twice to make room for new staff. We publish a c.P. BULLETIN over here more as an English supplement to the N.Z. NEWSLETTER than as a substitute.
By becoming established overseas we, John Robinson and I, work in close harmony and can now give a better service to all our clients than ever before. This
has not only benefitted the Firm <both branches are now substantially bigger
than "Auckland" was two years ago), but I think it not too much to say that
New Zealand specialists are amongst the best served in the world!
Certainly there has been a big increase in interest in New Zealand over
here, and the "Kiwi" society is flourishing. From the personal angle I must say
I do miss myoid friends, but we have been fortunate in seeing many New Zealanders while they are visiting Britain surprisingly many, in fact, and they
are always welcome. Best wishes, and greetings to all.

-c.P.

.-

- - - - OBITUARY

11

Collec'ors 01 New Zealand stamps. all over the world. and the philatelic
communities 01 practically every nation will be saddened to learn 01 the d-ath
01 Mr R. J. G. Collins 01 Chrisitchurch. Ray. as he was known to so many.
WeIS alw,YB a cheerlul m..,n. ready to assist collectors whenever he COUld. and
his monumental wri'inqs on New Zoaland stamps culminated in the publication
01 four Volumes. THE POSTAGE STAMPS O'F NEW ZEALAND. These books
have become the "bible" 01 New Zealand collectors all over the world. and
will always be a memorial to him, one of the most useful memorials a man
C7n leave behind him. To his lovinq wife M..,bel. and to the rest 01 his family
we extend our deepest sympathies. and to these we can add the sympathies
of every reader 01 our NEWSLETTER. 111 lor a lonq time. durinq wh'ch he
continued to bravelv tackle work on Volume V of THE POSTAGE STAMPS OF
N.Z.. Ray lell the World a lot poorer when he passed away on Sunday,
6th June.-R.I.P.

"NEWSLETTER" SUBSCRIPTIONS DUE
If a coloured subscription lorm accompanies this NEWSLETTER, your sub.
has expired and we now invite subscriptions for issues up to July 1966.
With ever-increasing costs, we wish to emphasise:
I.

The NEWSLETTER cost us £1,060 last year;' subscriptions totalled only
one-half oi this sum. In 1964/5 we published over 80 pages, and at least
22 were of Notes and Comment-not bad value for money?

2.

We can accept subscriptions (at 7/6) for one year only. We may be
increasing the subscriptions next year ~o a basic lO/~. Perhaps un::ierst:::ndably we do not feel duty bound to give valuable NEWSLETTER information
to non-clients and then subsidise them at 6/9 each!

3.

Due to a certain amount of necessary mechanisation in handling subs as
they come ill, we can promise only one· free issue to non-payers of
subscriptions due.

CAMPBELL PATERSON LTD.
P.O. Box 5555, Auckland
Room 44, Lewis Eady Buildings
Queen Street, Auckland. Ph. 49-118

CAMPBELL PATERSON LTD.
10 St. Margarets
London Road
GUILDFORD
SURREY, ENGLAND.

All orders from this NEWSLETTER should be sent la Box 5555 Auckland. Our Telegraphic
Address IS "BOXFIVES". A C1ckland.

NEW ZEALAND NOTES AND COMMENT -

By John Robinson

London Print Full Faces:
As many specialists know, much of interest has been discovered of late in connection
with the First Issues of New Zealand. The Perkins Bacon Records published by the
R.P.S.L., contains some interesting statements about the London Print Full Faces, and this
information may be of particular in~erest to sameO:1e writing-up his collection. The ncr,me
of the printer who actually did the New Zealand stamps was Dix. and he printed 225 sheets
of the 2d on September 16, 1854: he then printed 50 sheets of the Id, 50 sheets of the
2d and 34 sheets of the 1/-, all these on September 23. He certainly must have been busy
on the 23rd! One point of theoretical interest, though, does not this information indicate
that New Zealand's "No. I" is, in fact, the TWOPENCE? The sta:nps were invoiced on
September 22, though, which is peculiar. The invoice shows the numbers sent, Id: 12,000:
2d, 66,000: 1/-, 8,000. Eventually the stamps were issued on 18 July 1855, and this is one
First Day Cover I should dearly like to see. I a:n unable to print my personal views
on modern FDG, but then collectors should, and do, colleot exactly what they want to.

THE "FASCINATION" OF NEW ZEALAND STAMPS
Tbi. booklet. a Supplement to our July Newsletter. is enclosed for your enjoyment.
We have tried to produce some'hing of lasting interest. and should you like us to
send a copy to someone whom you think may be interested, we shall be happy to do
so: just send us the name and address. and enclose 1/3. which is exactly what it cost us.

4d ANZAC STAMPS: "Soldiers on the Beach":
The "pear-shaped" major retouch to Row ID No. 7 of this stamp appears to exist
in two states, one with a "soldier" less than the other, more co:nmon state. The for,mer
has been seen only on sheets in a peculiarly paler shade of chestunt. (See N'ew81£I~er
for June).
Mr G. E. A. Nikolaison of Masterton has drawn Our attention to a rather attractive
"Volcano" variety in R,6/2 of the 4d Anz'Ic Stamp (Thirkell B3). This screen-flaw converts
a mountain near N of ANZAC into a volcano.
5d ANZAC, double perfs. We have a report from Lower Hutt that this value has
also been found with double perfs in the lower selvedge. It is much scarcer than its
4d coun terpart. We have also seen lhe 4d with triple peds.
3d KOWHAI: Some peculicrr happenings: I have recently examined four (consecutive)
sheets of the 3d Kowha\ from Cy!. 2347. Two sheets had a wide yellow band in the side
selvedge, which left little or no white area. The other two sheets showed a gradual
'omission of the brown co~our in the first and in the last vertical rows. The brown colour
gradually reappeared in the slalks '.owards the centre, and the third rows from either
side were practically normal. It appears that so:ne serious tro'..lble with the "Doctor
Blade" would have caused all this.
3d Kowhai. Yellow Cyl. 2, Row I No. 4: There is a large yellow flaw in and near the
blue background above D of LAND, Thirkell E6, F'6.
TARAPUNGA LAYS AN EGG! Mr T. Way has shown me a copy of the 2~d Health
stamp, 1964, with a white flaw resembling an egg above G of POSTAGE, Thirkell G6.
Happy hunting! It comes from R5/3.

9d: CENTENARY TELECOMMUNICATIO'N UNION:
Issued on 17 May, this is a cluttered-up stamp, of totally uninspired design in a
peculiar colour co:nbination of "you~name-itJl and blue. Sheets are of 120 stamps, 10
rows of 12, and the Imprint (Harrisons') and Cylinder Numbers (lA lA) flow along the
lower selvedge, under three stamps.
I have seen nothing of interest in the "you-name~it" colour cylinder, but there are at
least three interesting varieties in the Blue Cylinder.
Row 2 No. 4 has a quiet little retouch just by the "U": Thirkell C8.
Row ID No, 2 also has a blue mark in the globe; Thirkell B8.
Row 9 No. 6 has a possible retouch, quite large, in the "flash" below T; Thirkell
D7, E7.
Another point of interest is the evidence of calculating error, for in the "Sheet
Value" (top right) £4/0/0 has been converted into the correct £4/10/0 by a later
insertion of a "1."
The l.T.U. was established at the Paris Convention of 1965, when on May 17 the
delegates of 20 nations assembled in order to speed up the telegraph systems which
then provided international communication. The 63 articles signed brought order into
what had been virtual chaos on innumerable occasions. Cheap, common rates for
telegrams were set, and the principle of terminal charges established.
This stamp is printed on fine white paper; water:nark is upright. Perforation is
single comb, moving downwa'rds: gauge 14~ x 14.
WE WISH TO BUY these recently issued, and forlhco:ning slamps, SUPERB USED
ONLY, and will pay the following prices:7d "Arms" provisional, per doz.
3/6
7d Churchill, per doz.
4/6
5d ANZAC, per doz.
2/6
1965 Healths, per doz. sets
4/9d l.T.U., per doz.
7/1965 Xmas, per doz.
1/3
1965 Parliamentary ConI. Set of 3, per set, superb used
2/Remember
. we only want superb copies, but we certainly pay a good premium
for them!

7d SIR WINSTON CHURCHILL:
I consider this one of the finest commorative stamps issued by New Zealand. The
design is simple, and Karsh's magnificent portrait is treated as reverently as the, great
personage was portrayed. It is dominant, as it should be, and in not cluttering the area
with names and reasons, quite unnecessary for such a personality, a stamp of lasting
impact has been sent to us from Australia. To blazes with the so-called artists so often
allowed to "design" our stamps! Just look at the mess they have made of other recent
issues, and then compare them with this stamp-if you dare.
The printing has been done with remarkable co:npe'.ence by the Australian Reserve
Bank Note-printing works in Melbourne, as was the Compac issue, on a Chambon
Photogravure printing/perforating machine. The sheets of 48 (4 rows of 12) as sold in
the Post Office are. in fact, panes. These stamps have been printed, like the Compacs,
in large sheets of 96, then perforated-in the "web," and finaily cut into the 48's as we
get them. Fina,ly, each sheet is numbered in red under the lOth stamp in the lower
row. At the time of writinq I have located no varieties in either pane. The printing is
on unwatermarked paper. Perforation, l3~ x 13, comb.
As the Australian stamp is the same, save for the vaiue (5d) and the name of the
country, it appears possible that more than two cylinders have been used for these
attractive stamps. There may even be four cylinders, 2 shades of grey, one black, and
one blue. The black cylinder would be co:nmon to both Australian and N.Z. stamps.
The blue, and one grev wO'lld, of '-'our-se, be different, but there may also be another
shade of grey used, and this would be used for both stamps, in the shading for the
por.rait. This is just guesswork, prompted by the fact that there are, in fact, four
colour-lines in the left selvedge of each printed sheet, although only 2 of them are
present on anyone "post-office" sheet. All this is of interest to the tyro and this is why
we mention it!

COMPLETE SETS -

FOR THE "SIMPLE LIFER"

A I 1858 FULL FACES, printed by Richardson in Auckland. on white
unwatermarked paper. Attractive copies, despite their minor faults.
£40
Four stamps, Id, 2d, 6d and II-, used. Cat. about £140
A2 1852 FULL FACES. printed by Davies in Auckland on "Large Star"
watermarked paper. A fine used set of 6, Id, 2d, 3d, 6d (2, blackbrown and rcd-brown) and 1/-. Catalogued about £50, and an excellent
£30
purchase at
646 1864-71 FULL FACES: Per£. 12t on Largc Star paper. A complete
sct, simplified, includinf.?; the 1871 changed-colours. II stamps, Id
(red and brown), 2d (blue and orange), 3d (mauve and lilac), 6d
(brown and blue) and 1/-. All in good used condition, cat. about £23,
£15
and real value at .
647 1864-71 FULL FACES, UNUSED: A fine set of 10, as Lot 646 but
excluding the extra mauve shade of the 3d. Nice copies, and a fine
frontispiece to your collection. Catalogued about £46 and perfect
value at
£28
648 1882 _ : SECOND SIDEFACES, Set of 10, used, good copies
throughout
35/KING GEORGE VI
649 1935 PICTORIAL ISSUE, onc of each value with "Single Watennark."
Set of 14:
(a) Mint Sct
50/(b) Used set
6.~0 1936 PICTORIAL ISSUE, one of each value with "Multiple Watermark." Set of 14:
(a) Mint Set
25/(b) Used set
6.~ I 1938-53 PORTRAITS. Completc set of portrait definitives and overprinted provisionals. 22 stamps altogether:
(a) Fine mint set.
22/6
(b) Fine Used set

15/-

4/6

5/-

COMMEMORATIVES:
652
653
654
655
6.~6

657
658
659
660

1905 Christchurch Exhibition Set, 4 stamps, finest mint copies
£5
1920 Victory Set, with 2d overprint, 7 stamps, fine mint
42/6
1936 Chamber of Commerce Set, fine used
6/1936 Anzac Set, fine used
1/1940 Centenary Set, Special Offer, Complete set in mint blocks of 4,
including the 10d overprint. Suitably priced at
80/Ditto, Mint set in singles for 25/-. Used set, complete, fine
16/1946 Peace Set. Special offer, set in mint hlocks of four
16/Ditto, Mint sets, singles, each
5/Ditto, Used sets, singles. These are not getting any commoner, but we
have still a good supply from the "ColJins" purchase. Six sets at
20/-; single set
3/9

Q.E. 11 COMMEMORATIVE ISSUES -

SUPERB USED:

1965
1965
1963
1962
1959
1959
1958
1957
1956
1953

7d Churchill
9d
1965 9d LT.V. Stamp
1/3
Anzac Set
6d
1964 3d Road Safety
2d
8d Compac issue
2/6
1963 Railway Set, scarce
3/Telegraph Set
2/6
1960 Westland Set
2/3
Red Cross
2d
1959 Marlborough Set
2/3
3d Scout Jamboree
2d
1958 Hawkes Bay Set
2/3
3d Nelson City
2d
1958 6d Trans Tasman
4d
3d Plunket
2d
1957 Lamb Export Set
4/6
Southland Set
1/9
1955 Stamp Centenary Set
7d
Royal Visit Set
6d
1953 Q.E. Coronation Set
4/Condition throughout is really superb! Our stocks of mint in the above
issues are equally strong at present, and prices just as competitive. Prices are
bound to harden in the near future, so make the most of your opportunity to
send a "Wants List" now.

ALBUMS, CATALOGUES, ACCESSORIES
ALBUMS:
661 c.P. Loose Leaf Simplified Stamp Album, for New Zealand stamps.
With an illustration and an allotted position for every New Zealand
stamp, this is the ideal album for those who collect the stamps of
N.Z. along simplified lines, one of each. Price posted
35/662 C.P. Blank Album. This contains 50 quadrille-ruled blank pages, and
these are housed in the magnificent, red padded plastic cover, entitled
"NEW ZEALAND STAMPS," (as for our illustrated album). This
blank loose-leaf album, has pages that lie flat when in use. Posted.

20/-

663 BLANK ALBUM PAGES, for the C.P. Album, quadrille, in packs
of 50, posted

7/6

664 THE "SUPERB" STAMP ALBUM. Standard large-size pages,
of best quality cartridge paper, quadrille-ruled, and printed
to our exacting, perfection standards, this is the finest loose
leaf stamp album ever produced in New Zealand. The pages
are superior to all but the most expensive and now unobtainable, imported ones, and have cost us a small fortune to
publish. The cover, available in green or red, is of extra
strong board, covered with "Conrite"-a plastic impregnated
fabric of great strength, and the Springback is of large
capacity, designed to ailow the pages to lie flat when the
album is in use. We are tremendously proud of this production, for together with the "Superb" cover come 75 pages
and 75 sheets of glassine, cut to the correct size. All this
45/posted, for only
665 BLANK ALBUM PAGES FOR THE "SUPERB" ALBUM. As a special
service to our clients we are pleased to offer these, in packs of .~O,
posted for

13/6

666 GLASSINE SHEETS, in packs of 75, posted, fits "Favourite," "Crown,"
or "Superb" albums
5/-

CATALOGUES:
667 STANLEY GIBBONS' "ELIZABETHAN." Only a very few left in
stock. This is a magnificent Catalogue, and absolutely essential to all
collectors of British Commonwealth stamps. Posted
668 CAMPBELL P ATERSON LOOSE LEAF SPECIALISED
CATALOGUE OF NEW ZEALAND STAMPS, just plain
"C.P." for short, although there is nothing "plain" about this
catalogue. Quite the finest one-country catalogue, this is the
only New Zealand catalogue published which is up-to-date.
A few copies available, and then the "cover" situation
becomes difficult until new stocks arrive. Order a copy nowyou cannot regret doing so. Posted

71/6

20/-

HINGES:
669 "Ever-Ready" folded hinges, of excellent peel able quality. Packets
of 1000, posted
iOO GODDEN'S first grade hinges, not folded. for those who prefer
them this way. per 1000, posted

2/6
2/6

ACCESSORIES:
iOI STAMP TWEEZERS: Only the best grade are stocked, perfectly plated,
superbly balanced, and presented in a leather pouch. Posted
i02 MAGNIFYING GLASSES. Quality English-made, Gowllands, x 10
magnification, ideal for stamp work, posted
i03 PERFORATION GAUGE, "card" type, of tough green plastic. Posted
i04 PERFORATION GAUGE, Stanley Gibbons' "INSTANTA." A few
only available, posted
705 THIRKELL POSITION FINDER, for describing the position of any
flaws or other features of postage stamps. Easy to use. Limited
supplies, each, posted
i06 "ARRICATORS" - little coloured arrows for pointing to special
features of your stamps after mounting them. Per packet of lOO,
in black and red, posted
iOi "LETRASET" Instant Lettering, especially designed for perfectly
annotating a modern collection of New Zealand stamps. This is a special
type of dry-transfer, and is easy to use after a little practice. Per
large sheet, posted

6/6
15/1/9
6/3

4/3

2/9

20/-

STOCK BOOKS:
We have a very limited Import Licence for these, hut from time to time
a few are available. Prices range from 22/6 to about iO/-, depending on the size
and capacity, but due to shortages we are unable to describe them fully. Please
state your requirements, either by price limit or by a description of what you
need, and we shall try to supply one that is suitable.

ITEMS OF UNUSUAL INTEREST
i08 Full Faces on Cover:
(a) 2d blue, p. l2~, cancelled with Dunedin 0 duplex obliterator
addressed to Tokomairiro, with a fair strike of this usually
deplorable datestamp at the back. Attractive, and scarce
35/(b) As above, but cover slightly damaged
15/(c) This time to Lawrence, which was the new name for Tokomairiro.
We have a few covers all similar, and these are priced according
to condition at 20/-, 25/-, 30/- and
35/(d) 2d . blue, p. l2~ again, cancelled with the single "OTAGO"
obliterator on a local cover. Most attractive
55/(e) 2d blue, PI. I this time, p.l2~ from Oamaru to Dunedin
25/(f) 6d red-brown, p. l2~. Almost certainly cancelled (ambiguously)
with the V over 4 obliterator of ROSS. Backstamped with an
interesting selection of transit markings, and with an unframed
oval receiving datestamp of WHITE HILLS, Vic. Australia
80/-

i09 "One Reign" Collection on Album Pages:
(a) King Edward VII, a collection of singles on four pages. This is an
almost complete showing, including the extremely rare perf. J4
of the 8d blue, Hia of 1909 (very fine used copy, this). There are
in all 96 items, and items of interest include the scarce "Ornamental Star" booklet pair, a used example, and very fine mint
singles righ t through - no 8d rarity this time! Officials are
included, and important shades provided. The catalogue value
is approximately £86, so the price is attractive, too. The 8d rarity
is accompanied by our written guarantee, of cO~lTse
(b) We will be pleased to sell the 8d Rarity on its own, and the
coJlection of 95 items will then be sold at
(c) And the 8d Rarity, Hia, will be available at exactly

£60
£22
£40

(d) King George VI. A splendid fine used lot, nearly all singles, on
eigh t pages. This is an invaluable lot for the novice collector;
a great showing of singles, correctly identified on the various
papers enhances the valne. Many scarce items are present

£9

710 2d "Re·Inserted" Variety: The very exclusive (and philatelically, of
tremendous interest) rarity. This is a used single clearly showing
remnants of the broken-away "2" and an obviously re-inserted new
digit. Only one available. but it could be you that gets its. S.G.625a
£30
711 TONGA, 1965 Blatant Racketeering Set! Why not have a memento of
how low some postal administrations cm gal This is a short set of
3 stamps, the new "Revalued" provisionalS, 1/3, 1/9, and 2/6. We
have somehow been landed with lO sets, and do not wish to get-richquick on them. The full set of 12 fetches approx. £.50 we are told,
so why not have just a short set, mint, for

8/6

712 EPI3c, which does not yet exist in our Catalogue, nor is it mentioned
elsewhere. This is an item of extreme rarity, in fact possibly, nay
probably UNIQUE. This is the 5d, our EI3c, perf. 11 with watermark,
overprinted O.P.S.O. in magenta, very fine used, with R.P.S.L.
certificate, and our guarantee as well

£20

COLLECTION REMNANTS
713 Having spent several thousands of pounds on collections last month.
we find ourselves, or rather our offices, littered with albums, albums
pages, envelopes, and loose stamps. We have "ratted" some material,
i.e. stock urgently required, and have left what we have sufficient of
exactly as we found them. We offer bundles of philatelic miscellany
-mainly NZ. stamps-in "MYSTERY PARCELS." Nothing startling,
mind you, just too messy for us to place into our neJ.tly sorted stock.
And dirt cheap, tool Each parcel, posted

£5

A GENERAL COLLECTION cum ACCUMULATION cum
HOARDING
We have to hand an enormous collection in innumerable volumes, boxes, tins
and envelopes which we shall be disposing of by Country Lots once we get around
to lotting it up. The collection is mainly British Commonwealth, but there are
other stamps as well, including a practically complete collection of ISRAEL. There
are boxes of covers and all sorts of accumulated junk together with some very fine
material. We shall lot this all up in saleable units, then cyclostyle the list of lots
available, each duly "estimated" at a reasonable price, and send this to every client
interested. So let us know immediately what you are interested in, and we shall tell
you what we have available. Several hundreds of pounds are involved, so you can
be assured that there is, in fact, something of real merit amongst this lot. Let us
know, too, if you would like to get a copy of the descriptive list. We do not actively
deal in non-New Zealand stamps, but had to take this lot to get the New Zealand
content of the collection. We hope to get rid of the "rest" at reasonable prices to
all who may be interested.
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SUPPLEMENT

to
Campbell Paterson's NEWSLETTER
FIRST FLIGHT COVERS, 1931-1934:
801

11 Nov. 1931.

Invercargill to Auckland, 3d Airstamp cancelled at Wellington

802

Ditto, ditto, set of 3, 1931 Airstamps on cover

803

10 Dec. 1931.

20/-

First official flight, Gisborne to Auckland, with full set (3)

of 1931 Airstamps, registered oover.........
804
805

7/6

.

20/-

Ditto , ditto , with 3d and 4d Airs,tamps only
.. ..
10 Deo. 1931.
Auokland to Gisborne , with full set of 3 Airs tamps , on clean

12/6

regia;tered cover.....

22/6

.

.

806

Ditto, ditto, one only ordinary oover with 3d and 4d Airstamps

.................15/-

807

10 Dec. 1931.

First Official flight, Hamilton to Auokland, 3d and 4d Airstamps ...15/-

808

10 Dec. 1931.

Two oovers, eaoh with 3d and 4d Airstamp!, one is Auokland to

Rotorua, the other is Rotorua to Auokland.....
809

10 Deo. 1931.

30/-

Two oovers, eaoh with 3d and 4d Airstamps, one is Hamilton to

Gisborne, the other is Gisborne to Hamilton
810

10 Dec. 1931.

.

30/-

Two oovers, eaoh with 3d and 4d Airstamps, one is Gisborne to

.30/-

Roto1'Ue, the other b Rctorua. to Gieborne..
811

10 Deo. 1931.

Two covers, each with 3d and 4d Airstamps, one is Hamilton to

Rotorua., the other is Rotorua to Hamilton
812

CHRISTMAS AIRMAIL, 1931.

30/-

Full set of 1931 Airstamps (3) canoelled Auokland F,.M.B.

12 Nov. 1931, to London via. Australia Caohet Type 19, Vol. HI, page 306
813

CHRISTMAS AIRMAIL, 1931.

25/-

5d Airstamp, by Air from Wanganui to Auckland.

Caohet

Type, similar to Type 19, ins or: "BY AIR FROM WANGANUI"

6/6

814

CHRISTMAS AIRMAIL, 1931.

As a.bove, oa.ohet reads. "BY AIR FROM WELLINGTON"

6/6

815

CHRISTMAS AIRMA.IL, 1931.

As ab?ve, from PALMERSTON NORTH, red oaohet

6/6

816

AIR MAIL - FIRST FLIGHT.

20 Jan. 1932, Cachet Type 20, Wellington - West Coast,

S .I. from Nelson to Westport, 5d Airstamp .

6/6

817

DITTO, DITTO:

"By Air from Hokitika" to Wellington, similar caohet

6/6

818

DITTO, DITTO:

"By Air from Westport" to Hokitika, similar oachet, in red

6/6

819

AUCKLAND-INVERCARGILL:

Per "Faith in Australia", with 4d Airstamp, Special

Air Mail, non-stop, on 12 December, 1933.............
820

TRANS-TASMAN AIRMAIL:

11 April, 1934, with oaohet Type

"Postage Stamps of N.Z."
821

DITTO:

5/-

24, page 307 of Vol. Ill,

With 7d brown Airstamp, and returned to N.Z

10/-

Caohet Type 23, with 7d o/ptd. Airstamp, oanoelled AUCKLliliD relief

datestamp of 17 Feb. 1934, to Sydney and baok.
822

.

Clean oovers, eaoh

.

"SOUTHERN CROSS ". Trans..lI'asman Flight, 27 MR 1934, from Auokland to Sydney and
back. 7d brown Airstamp oneaoh....................................

16/12/-

